REVISED REQUEST

DATE: 11 June 2019
NAME: Duane Remein
COMPANY/AFFILIATION: Futurewei Technologies, Inc.
E-MAIL: dremein@futurewei.com

REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: Std IEEE 802.3-2018
CLAUSE NUMBER: 45.2.1.75, 45.2.1.76, ...
CLAUSE TITLE: "SNR operating margin ..."

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:
Change all instances of:
"offset two’s complement notation"

to
"offset binary notation"
(as is proposed in P802.3ch Draft 2.0 for this variable type)

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:
The phrase "offset two’s complement notation" exists at least 12 times in the standard. I can find a reference for this term. However, the term "offset binary notation" is at least informally described in Wikipedia.

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:
should be none

For information about this Revision Request see -
http://www.ieee802.org/3/maint/requests/revision_history.html#REQ1346